High spectral and spatial resolution MRI of breast lesions: preliminary clinical experience.
In previous research, high spectral and spatial resolution (HiSS) echo-planar spectroscopic imaging (EPSI) was successfully applied to the human breast, obtaining improved contrast, anatomic detail, and sensitivity to contrast agents. To test HiSS in the clinical setting, we used HiSS MRI to image 30 women with suspicious breast lesions. Women with suspicious breast lesions were scanned before and after contrast administration using EPSI at 1.5 T (0.63-mm in-plane resolution, 2.6-Hz spectral resolution). Images with intensity proportional to the water signal peak height in each voxel were synthesized and compared with standard clinical fat-saturated and early dynamic subtraction images. Pre- and postcontrast HiSS images were compared to assess the effect of the contrast agent on water resonance structure. HiSS images scored significantly better than standard clinical images in lesion conspicuity, margin definition, and internal definition, even though they were acquired before contrast agent injection. Fat suppression was more complete and uniform and detail was shown on HiSS images more clearly than on conventional fat-saturation images. Thus, HiSS images often allowed easier evaluation of the lesion. Contrast agent-affected changes were often spatially and spectrally inhomogeneous. HiSS scans were successfully integrated into standard clinical examinations and provided diagnostically useful images before contrast agent injection. Thus, it might be possible to characterize suspicious lesions on the basis of precontrast high-resolution spectral information. This information and information about the effect of contrast agents could potentially improve the specificity of breast MRI.